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Abstract

Interventional Female Cardiologists (WIC) operating in high case mix 
laboratories are exposed to a significant chest X-Ray scattered dose from the 
patient. In this setting stochastic effect may be highly detrimental because of 
breast radiation sensitivity. Aim of this study is to measure and optimize WICs’ 
chest radiation exposure in a high case mix electrophysiology laboratory, in 
order to validate and implement the use of personal protective equipment and 
lead equivalent glass viewing window, and to evaluate chest X-Ray exposure 
behind the protective equipment.

Keywords: Breast cancer; X-Ray exposure; Lead apron; Protective 
equipment 

a high case mix electrophysiology laboratory, eventually highlighting 
possible additional protection devices. 

Materials and Methods
Between March and August 2020, we quantified the IR exposure 

of a single first operator WIC after further X ray protection 
optimization in the laboratory layout and in the lead apron protection 
system. In order to evaluate the consequent thoracic IR incident dose 
and to verify the impact of varying operational and environmental 
conditions, we manufactured an under-the-lead-apron wearable 
cotton jacket, with a fixed position sewed set of 60 dosimeters (Figure 
1a). Interdosimeter distance varied from 5 cm to 2.5 cm depending on 
the thorax region to examine. Dosimeters 1-5 monitored data related 
to left upper thorax, 6-21 to left breast, 22-32 to left upper abdomen, 
33-36 to right upper thorax, 37-50 to right breast and 51-60 to upper 
abdomen region (Figure 1b). The used dosimeters are plastic-covered, 
single-crystal detectors, TLD100 type thermoluminescent crystals, in 
the Ext-Rad configuration, manufactured by Harshaw Thermofisher. 
During the study period TLD dosimeters were replaced bimonthly. 
The first interval ranged from March to April, the second from 
May to June, the third from July to August 2020. After replacement 
Dosimeters were processed with an Harshaw 6600P automatic 
reader by the accredited service in compliance with the ISO 17025 
standard [12]. Dosimeters are type tested, according to IEC 62387 
standard [13]. Responses were quantified in terms of air kerma. 
Because of Covid 19 pandemic and subsequent hospital emergency 
needs, Electrophysiology laboratory moved from the usual room 
and setting, during the first and second aforementioned periods, in 
a previous operating room which -given the provisional nature of 
the set-up in relation to the emergency- was not suspended ceiling 
shielding equipped. The X ray system used in this setting was a Philips 
Pulsera mobile c-arm x-ray unit. In the last period (July-August), the 
EP laboratory returned to the usual room and setting, provided with 

Abbreviations 
WIC: Woman Interventional Cardiologist; BC: Breast Cancer; IR: 

Ionizing Radiation; IC: Interventional Cardiologists; LB: Left Breast; 
LUA: Left Upper Abdomen

Introduction 
Breast Cancer (BC) is the second term in total world malignancy 

incidence ranking, and the most common malignant disease in 
women [1]. The genetic influence on BC susceptibility in general 
population is 27%, while environmental and lifestyle factors show a 
primary role in carcinogenesis [2]. Among these, Ionising Radiation 
(IR) exposure has been clearly associated to increased risk of female 
BC in several populations, including atomic bomb survivors, 
medically exposed populations and occupationally exposed cohorts 
[3]. Among the latter category, Interventional Cardiologists (IC) 
are the most exposed amongst x-ray using personnel [4]. Recent 
advances within this discipline have led to the treatment of more 
complex diseases with subsequent lengthy procedures and higher 
radiation exposure [5]. Indeed, cardiologists working in high-volume 
catheterisation laboratories have higher levels of somatic DNA 
damage when compared with matched clinical cardiologists [6] and 
have an elevated risk of BC and melanoma due to daily low dose 
radiation exposure over several years [7,8]. Females are 38% more 
sensitive to malignant damage for any given radiation exposure, and 
breast tissue is the most likely developed cancer [9,10]. Subsequently, 
personal protection with radioprotective equipment is a standard 
measure in any interventional setting. Standard lead apron may be 
empowered by one or two additional sleeves in addition to dedicated 
breast shields [11]. In order to evaluate the actual chest protection by 
means of this additional personal protective equipment, we quantified 
total thorax X-Ray dose exposure in a first operator Interventional 
Female Cardiologist (WIC) wearing sleeves empowered lead apron in 
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suspended ceiling lead shield and operating table suspended lead 
drape. The used angiography system was a Eurocolumbus Euroampli 
Alien Cardio. The WIC is equipped with an anti-X protective apron 
consisting of a ‘lead free’ fully enveloping jacket and skirt, with 
a certified equivalent protection level of 0.5 mmPb in front and of 
0.25 mmPb in back. The protective equipment has been tested before 
the use. The size is optimized for the body of the operator, and the 
armholes adhere optimally to the axillary cavity. Moreover, the WIC 
wears two lead equivalent sleeves covering the shoulders and axillary 
cavities to protect maximally from the scatter radiations, even during 
complex and extremely patient-close procedures. First operator also 
wears lead glasses with lateral protection or lead equivalent face shield, 
for the lenses of the eyes protection (Figure 2). Natural background 

radiation was subtracted using unexposed dosimeters, annealed and 
analysed together with the others. The detection limit was 0,06 mGy. 
Measurement uncertainty is about 20% with a coverage factor k =2. 
A table with the procedures performed in each period and the patient 
dose indicators have been filled by the cardiologist: KAP, air kerma 
area product, and fluoroscopy time in each procedure. 

Results 
Dosimeter sewed jacket and personal empowered protective 

equipment were correctly worn during all procedures. Body dose 
quantification at the end of the observation period despite the proper 
use of personal and environmental protective equipment is show in 
Figure 3. Despite the low workload during the initial Covid pandemic, 
total body exposition was higher in the first observational period 
than in the following. This data is related to the first period during 
which the laboratory was initially moved to a previous operating 
room not provided by ceiling moving shields and with a different 
X-ray interventional system. The second period cumulative dose is 
lower despite a similar number and complexity of the procedures. In 
the first two periods, urgent procedures only were carried out, like 
complete AV block, or secondary prevention pacemaker and ICD 
implantation respectively. Four CRT implant only were performed, 
three of which in the first period. In the third period, upon returning 
to the usual electrophysiology room, equipped with additional IR 
shields and 3D non fluoroscopic approach, usual electrophysiological 
activity restarted with a slower than normal increase, because of 
the lack of non-COVID dedicated hospital beds. In this period, 33 
procedures were performed with fluoroscopic exposure and 27 with 
zero fluoroscopy approach. In Table 1 the number of performed 
procedures, patient KAP and fluoroscopy time mean values and 

Figure 1a: Under-the-lead-apron wearable cotton jacket with fixed position 
sewed set of 60 TLD-100 thermoluminescence dosimeters. 

Figure 1b: recording dosimeters position: 1-5 Left Upper Thorax (LUT), 
6-21 Left Breast (LB), 22-32 to Left Upper Abdomen (LUA), 33-36 to Right 
Upper Thorax (RUT), 37-50 to Right Breast (RB) and 51-60 to Right Upper 
Abdomen region (RUA).

Figure 2: Axillary-Shoulder Sleeves Empowered Wearable anti-X protective 
equipment for a first operator WIC. 

Figure 3: Cumulative torso dose during the observational study. Ordinata: 
measured air kerma values (mGv). Abscissa: fixed dosimeter number. From 
left to right plotted dose data related to: LUT (dosimeter 1-5), LB (6-21), LUA 
(22-32), RUT (33-36), RB (37-50), RUA (51-60). Color code: Blue: first period; 
Red: second period; Green: third period. Abbreviations as in Figure 1b.

Period N. of fluoroscopic 
procedures KAP (Gy cm2) Fluoroscopy time (min)

First 6 30±27 12±9,5

Second 7 33±65 5±1,7

Third 33 24±31 6,5±6,3

Table 1: KAP patient radiation exposure indicator and fluoroscopy time (mean 
values and deviation standard for procedure).
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standard deviations are reported for the three monitored time 
periods. The majority of dose values in samples points are below 
the lowest level of detection (<0.06mGy), and up to 0.57 mGy in the 
abdomen region even in the first period (blue line data). The WIC’s 
body areas consistently mostly exposed to scatter radiation were the 
Left Breast (LB) and the Left Upper Abdomen (LUA) in concordance 
with previous evidence [23], even in the second and third periods. 
The evaluation of each single procedure showed that the radiological 
exposure peaks were related to more complex procedures such as 
CRT implants (data not shown), which imply closer proximity to 
the patient and greater use of lateral radiological projections. The use 
of suspended ceiling lead shield and suspended operating table lead 
drape, present in the electrophysiology room in Cardiology in the 
third period further lowered the cumulative dose despite the higher 
procedural number and complexity, especially if compared to the first 
period.

Discussion 
Radiation related damage risk awareness is a prerequisite to 

create and implement the culture of respect for radiation hazard, a 
commitment to minimise exposure and maximise protection, mostly 
in high-risk personnel, i.e. IC [14]. Industry has developed innovative 
solutions to reduce by several folds the IR dose per examination in 
all fields of medical imaging, from cardiac CT to nuclear perfusion 
imaging, up to near zero fluoroscopy in electrophysiology [15-
17] nevertheless this may not be sufficient. Despite an increasing 
proportion of women in most fields of medicine, the majority of 
IC is still mostly represented by males. One of the causes for this 
might be the previous interpretation of data on radiation exposure 
as a harmful effect on fertility and pregnancy, although previous 
data suggest that appropriate precautions may stochastically reduce 
related risk [18]. Indeed, concern about the harmful effects of X-Ray 
guided interventional activity is warranted. Previous data highlight 
orthopaedic illness, cataract, skin lesions, and cancer significantly 
increased incidence in IC when compared with matched unexposed 
subjects, as with longer duration of occupational work [19]. In female 
radiation exposed personnel particular attention should be paid to 
breast tissue exposure, because of intrinsic radiation and cumulative 
exposure vulnerability, leading to linearly increased dose related BC 
risk [20-22]. Previous data show that IC Body radiation exposure is 
not homogeneous, being more evident in the upper thorax portion, 
highlighting the upper outer breast quadrant as the most common 
site of BC incidence [23]. Therefore, every effort must be pursued to 
reduce IR exposure in this area, especially in female interventional 
operators. For these reasons we tested the hypothesis of reduced 
IR exposure in this area by means of sleeves empowered aprons 
and tested monitored different environmental factors affecting it. 
Our data show that IR over the chest of a first operator WIC is not 
neglectable but reduced to a very low dose by the use of personal 
empowered protective equipment, and that additional environmental 
measures and tools can further lower the cumulative dose, i.e. the 
use of fluoroscopy and acquisition optimized protocols, 3D non 
fluoroscopic systems, additional ceiling fixed X shields and operating 
table lead drapes. In these conditions IR exposure is reduced to an 
acceptable level, considering that IR risk is stochastically zeroed by 
exposition avoidance only. We confirm that left breast and left upper 
abdomen are the most exposed sides. We therefore recommend the 

following strategies as standards to limit intraoperative radiation 
exposure and to potentially reduce the risk of BC in WIC who 
performs many procedures: use sleeves empowered, properly sized 
and fitted, lead aprons for breast protection; implement as possible 
zero fluoroscopy 3D navigation systems approach or, when X rays 
are necessary, reduce IR dose by minimising frame rate and time, 
the acquired cine images and non-digital zoom use; avoid high-
scattering projection exposure (steep caudal and cranial angulation); 
increase as possible the distance between the WIC and the x-ray 
source, especially during lateral/oblique views; increase as possible 
the distance between the x-ray source and the patient in order to 
decrease scatter radiation [11,24]: this may be particularly important 
in procedures such as CRT implantation or complex ablation, which 
may imply proximity to the patient and use of lateral radiological 
projections; use a quality performance control assurance program 
for imaging equipment; routinely wear personal dosimeters to follow 
radiation exposure among personnel [25,26]; protect the eye lens by 
means of XRay glasses [27].

In this setting of our active research and previous literature, 
the Zero-Gravity suspended radiation protection system and the 
radiation protection cabin are further shielding systems, designed to 
increase the level of radiation protection enabling the operators to 
work without wearing the lead apron nor any additional protective 
equipment, with negligible radiation exposure for the operators 
[28,29]. Furthermore, the cardiologist’s awareness of the meaning of 
the patient dose indicators is important: the greater the KAP value for 
the patient, the greater the radiation diffused to the team.

Conclusion 
For a first operator, high case mix WIC it is possible to achieve 

nearly negligible effective dose values in terms of probability of all 
known radiation effects during a full professional life pursuing 
optimised conditions. X ray equipment periodical quality control, 
empowered personal protective devices, environmental proper 
technique utilisation seem to be protective in high workload and 
complex procedures electrophysiology laboratories. Moreover, 
the cardiologist, and mostly an WIC should be aware of the IR 
exposition risk in order to properly use all the abovementioned 
radiation protection systems. The TLD dosimeter jacket continuously 
monitored the incident IR dose at the operator’s breast level and 
highlighted the possible need for further optimisation in exposure 
reduction, i.e. improvement in the use of lead ceiling shields, the 
use of sterile X ray attenuating drapes on the patient, in addition to 
dedicated breast shields [30].
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